Google is targeting independent media and removing independent media sites from its search engine:

https://www.hopegirlblog.com/2023/09/01/google-announces-worldwide-ban-on-independent-media-from-search-results/

Google has ceased to have any redeeming social benefit and needs to go.

They are just taking up bandwidth.

And censoring people while hiding crimes.

Time for Google and Microsoft, both, to be nationalized.

That means we own them and we remove their current management, kick their shareholders to the curb, and basically, take over the profits, patents, copyrights, trademarks, equipment, contracts, and everything else for the Public Good.

Why not?

It's the honest truth that these corporations have inflicted inestimable harm on the Public. It's only right and good that the Public should extract its retribution.

The sooner the better.

And not just Google and Microsoft. The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, too, for its role in genocide. And Pfizer, Bayer, Monsanto, Moderna, Johnson and Johnson, Proctor and Gamble, Astrazeneca, CNN, BBC, ABC, CBC, NBC, all the alphabet soups.

THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS, INC., too.

Nationalize all of them. Give them to me. I'll show you how easy this can be and what to do.

See this article and over 4300 others on Anna's website here: www.annavonreitz.com

To support this work look for the Donate button on this website.